
COMBINATION Head, Face & Eye Protection
Most of Fibre-Metal’s welding helmets,
faceshields, protective masks and welding
goggles can be combined with protective
headwear by utilizing any one of our three
combination systems to provide the exact
degree of protection and comfort required.

5000 ADJUSTABLE SPEEDY® MOUNT-
ING LOOP SYSTEM for frequent on/off
use with protective caps.  Welding hel-
mets, faceshields, goggles, etc. may be
mounted while the cap is on the head.  No
tools or modified caps required. (Does not
affect ANSI rating.)

4000 QUICK-LOK® SYSTEM for secure,
long-term combination use.  (4002)
QUICK-LOK® mounting blocks are
screwed onto the protective cap.  Welding
helmets, faceshields, goggles, etc. are
equipped with (4001) QUICK-LOK® cups
which can be securely mounted onto and
removed from the cap - without tools.
6000 SLOTTED BLADE SYSTEM for use
with most popular brands of slotted caps.
Fibre-Metal protective wear that is
equipped with our (4001) QUICK-LOK®

mounting cups, can be mounted on slotted
caps by simply adding our 6000 Slotted
Cap Blades.

CAP PEAK MOUNTED FACESHIELDS
FM70 fully dielectric-mounting bracket 
provides a positive seal to keep debris
from filtering between cap and shield.  The
shield may be pivoted above the cap
between uses without removing the cap.
Designed to fit on the front peak of our E2
and P2 caps.
FM71 mounting bracket offers the same
features as the FM70, but is designed for
our full brim protective hats (E1 series).
FH66 aluminum mounting bracket offers
the same design and features as the
FM70, but manufactured from extruded
aluminum.  Lightweight dual-channel
bracket is designed to fit on the front peak
of our E2 and P2 caps.

HIGH PERFORMANCE PROTECTIVE MASK
Radiant or blasts of heat are reduced with-
out loss of ventilation or vision by stainless
steel screen.  Screen mounts to a light-
weight fiberglass shell at eight points.  Also
available with .060 acetate window
(622CL). 

P2W Cap
FH66 Bracket
4199CL Window

E2RW Cap
FM70 Bracket
4178TVGY Window

5621 Mask
P2RW Fiberglass Hard Hat

E1RW Fullbrim Hat
FM71 Bracket
4178CL Window

F4055 F6055 F5055

MODEL 4906 MODEL 5906 MODEL 6906

PEAK MOUNTED FACESHIELDS BRACKETS FOR USE WITH PROTECTIVE CAPS

HIGH PERFORMANCE PROTECTIVE MASK

PROTECTIVE CAP/WELDING HELMET COMBINATIONS

PROTECTIVE CAP/FACESHIELDS COMBINATIONS

PROTECTIVE CAP/WELDING GOGGLE COMBINATIONS

MODEL F4400 MODEL F5400MODEL F6400
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